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Abstract. We prove that the invariants of a Hermitian manifold are

generated by contractions in the components of the curvature and torsion

tensors of the canonical Hermitian connection.

Introduction. Let F be a map from Hermitian manifolds M to complex

valued functions on M. We say that F is an invariant of order k in the

derivatives of the metric if for any m G M and holomorphic coordinate

system normalized at origin m, hañ(m) = 8aß, P may be expressed as a

polynomial in the derivatives of hag with respect to 3/3 z , d/dz such that any

monomial of F contains precisely k derivatives. These invariants are important

in applications to the spectral geometry of complex manifolds as is clearly

explained in [4].

Our main result is that the invariants described above are given by

contractions in the components of the curvature and torsion tensors of the

canonical Hermitian connection and their covariant derivatives with respect

to this connection. We then calculate the invariants of order two on any

Hermitian manifold and the invariants of order two and four on a Kaehler

manifold. The result agrees with computations by Gilkey [4], [5] who used

different methods.

Our approach seems more consistent with classical differential geometry

than that of Gilkey. We also believe it should facilitate the computation of

higher order invariants.

The convention of summing over repeated indices is adopted throughout.

1. Geodesic coordinates. Suppose (M,g) is a Riemannian manifold with a

connection V on its tangent bundle preserving g. Then relative to a geodesic

coordinate system the components g¡- of the metric tensor have a formal

Taylor series whose coefficients may be expressed in terms of the components

of the curvature and torsion tensors of V and their covariant derivatives. This

fact is essentially well known. For completeness we present a proof following

[1] and introducing the necessary modifications since our connection need not

have torsion zero.
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Let x be a geodesic coordinate system and let s- be the orthonormal frame

obtained from 3/9.x' atp by parallel transport along radial geodesies through

p. The dual frame to s¡ is therefore a frame of 1-forms 9' well defined near p.

The connection forms relative to s¡ will be denoted by 9J and the radial field

by ft.
Recall the structure equations

dff = 9j A 9j + S¡kdxj A dxk,

d9j - ffk A 9k + K'jkldxk A dx1

where S'k and K'kl denote the components of the torsion and curvature

tensors.

We have the formulas

¡(ft)«* = x\   i(<öl)9j' - 0,   gydx' ® dxJ = 9a ® 9*.

Introduce functions aj relating 0' and c/x' :

0' = ajciV.

Then it is sufficient to determine the a's in terms of torsion and curvature

since gy = a" a". Applying 91 to 9' yields

<&# = i(9o)d9l + dx1

= i(fy[ffj A 9j] + i(<3i)[SJkdxJ A dxk] + dx1

using the first structure equation. Then

atf = -ejxJ + 2SjkxJdxk + dx'.

Next apply (r) (<3l) ( \/r) obtaining

WWii)^') = -i((3l)d9jxj + 2<3l(S'k)xJdxk + 2SJkxJ dxk

= -2KjklxJxkdxl + 2<>H(S'k)xJdxk + 2S'kx->dxk

using the second structure equation.

On the other hand, computing in terms of the a's:

<3K9'' = (&öj + aj)dxJ,   {r)(<$)(\/r)ff = (tâa) + <3la'j)dxj.

Hence equating coefficients one obtains the relation

(1.1) (a2 + 6L)a} = -2 Kjkl xJxk + (29L + 2)SJ¡ xj.

Let us now write a, K, etc. for the formal Taylor series relative to x about p

of the function indicated and â[n], K[n], etc. for the term of homogeneity n in
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this expansion. Then by  Euler's formula "51 preserves homogeneity and

multiplies â[n] by «.

Thus (1.1) yields the explicit formula:

(«2 + «)á{[«] = -2xJxkK}k,[n - 2] + (2« + 2)Sj,[n - l]xJ.

2. Hermitian connection on complex manifolds. In this section we recall some

well-known facts concerning complex manifolds following the account in [6].

Suppose H is a Hermitian metric on the tangent bundle T(X) of A a

complex manifold. If g is the underlying real metric, then by definition

g(X, Y) = real part of H(X, Y);

we extend g to the complexified tangent bundle to be conjugate linear. Define

Saß = £(9/9za> 9/9z/î) and Saß the inverse matrix of gaß-.

Consider the associated Hermitian connection on the holomorphic tangent

bundle. This is defined by the requirements that the metric tensor is parallel

and the connection form of type (1, 0). Extend the covariant derivative to be

complex linear on the complexified tangent bundle.

Then we have the following formulas for covariant differentiation:

VJ9/^) = 2 ra/33/3zr   Vdß7ß/dzß) = 0,

wherer^ = 2 0W9z«)^-
The torsion tensor is given by

5 vanishes if and only if the manifold is Kaehler.

The nonvanishing components of the curvature tensor are

KU - K/**ß>      Knß = 9^Y/3za,
(2.1)

jf>-ô_   _ _¡^ô _ j<r^—   _ _ic^ —
*yßa ~      Ay«/8' A?y8a —      Aya/3

where LV denotes the complex conjugate of Tn .

We recall some identities which will be required in the sequel. These may

be verified by explicit expansion in terms of the derivatives of the metric.

(2-2) S%ß = -S$a.

'2'3) 2 (Kscä ~ KaSä) = 2 SSaS + j 2 S¡aSSa.

Finally if X, Y are vector fields the endomorphism F(y,A) of TM extends

naturally to tensors of arbitrary type and

(2.4) (V, Vy -VYVX- V[XY])T = K(Y,X)T
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where T is any tensor. K(Y,X)T may be written explicitly in terms of

contraction of the components of A' and T.

If our Hermitian manifold is Kaehler we have the additional identities:

(2.5) AX, - Kfa = 0.

(2.6) *Xm - Kfrst = 0.

(2-7) <jï - <, = 0.

3. Invariance theory for Hermitian manifolds. Since h(X, Y) = g(X,Y)

+ \f—lg(X,JY) where h is any Hermitian metric, g the underlying Rieman-

nian metric, and J the almost complex structure, invariant polynomials in the

derivatives 3/3z, d/dz of the Hermitian metric are the same as invariant

polynomials in the derivatives d/dzy, d/dzy of the underlying Riemannian

metric.

The Hermitian connection (2) induces a connection on the real tangent

bundle since it preserves the complex structure. Also the exponential map of

this connection provides a holomorphic coordinate chart again because the

connection preserves the complex structure. By (1) the components of g in this

coordinate system have Taylor series whose coefficients are the components of

the curvature and torsion tensor and their covariant derivatives. Thus any

invariant polynomial in the derivatives of the metric is a polynomial in the

components of these tensors.

At this point we recall the fundamental theorem of U(n) invariance theory.

Theorem. Let W be the standard representation of U(m) on Cm and denote by

W* its dual module Homc (W, C). Then the C module

K°™u{m)[®rW®s W*;C]

vanishes for r # s and for r = s is spanned by elementary contractions of the type

<i»0: wx ® • • • ® wr ® w* ® ■ ■ ■ ® w* -* (wx, wa*x)y■■■{Wr,H£)>

for r = s with a a permutation of (I, ... ,r).

This gives our main result:

Theorem. The invariant polynomials in the derivatives of the metric on a

Hermitian manifold are given by contractions in the components of the curvature

and torsion tensors of the canonical Hermitian connection and their covariant

derivatives with respect to this connection.

4. Invariants of order two for Hermitian manifolds. By explicitly writing out

all contractions of the required order and reducing modulo the identities (2.1),

(2.2), (2.3) we deduce the following basis for the invariants of order two:
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A   —   Ka - C —   9?   Ç7

B =  Sya,S> D =  SyßSaß-

These invariants are a basis on a generic complex manifold. In fact they

form a basis if the complex dimension of M is greater than two. On complex

two manifolds there are three independent invariants A, B, C and D = \C. If

the complex dimension is one than A is a basis and B = C = D = 0.

Our invariants are related to those of Gilkey [4] by A — K + F,, F

= -Kx + 2K2, C = 2F2, D = K2 + 2Ky.

5. Invariants of orders two and four on a complex Kaehler manifold. A gives

a basis for the invariants of order two on a complex Kaehler manifold.

The invariants

E = (Kßß)    = A   > G = KLßKyaß>

r  '" ^yaß^yaß' n  ~ Aa/?/3,yy>

form a basis on a Kaehler manifold of complex dimension greater than one.

This follows by writing out all contractions and reducing by the identities

S = 0 and (2.1)-(2.7). On a Riemann surface F, H form a basis and

F = F = G.

Our invariants are related to the invariants of Gilkey and Sacks [5] by

T2 = E, At = 2H,

*(üm~2 A C2) = 1/32t72(F- 4G + F),

*(Q,m-2 A C,2) - 1/16vt2(F- 2G).
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